
 

 
We MISS You! 

2021 has started off not the way we would all have wanted but Eastbury Primary 
School if feeling very proud of all of our pupils who are working so hard at home! 

Take a look at some of the fantastic home-reading posts you have been sending in.  

 

 
 
 
News 

As school has not been fully open, we have had to launch our weekly reading 
raffle virtually. Well done if you have already been one of the winners 
receiving a golden ticket. Don’t forget all these tickets go into the prize 
draw at the end of the year for the chance of winning a bike! 

Eastbury have joined the Puffin World of Stories project and because of this 
we are being sent 300 new books! These should be arriving in March-we look 
forward to sharing them with you! 

We are also going to receive a Yoto audiobook player so that we can listen 
to books being read to us- how exciting! 

To mark Valentines Day, Eastbury classrooms have been sending books to one another 
in school all wrapped up in pretty paper. The children in school are also recording 
stories to send virtually to their classmates at home.  
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Eastbury will be receiving one of 
these Yoto Players very soon! 



 

 
 

 

'Words for Life’ from the National Literacy Trust is a fantastic website. You can read this book by Alex Milway 
there for free! Young Anna is on a journey to restore a once-grand hotel from her Great Aunt Mathilde. But 
this is no ordinary hotel - all of her staff and guests are animals! 

Read to see the residents of Hotel Flamingo coping with the 2020 lockdowns in their own hilarious ways! 
Follow the link here: https://wordsforlife.org.uk/activities/read-hotel-flamingo-life-lockdown-free/ 

  Audible: Did you know that you can listen to audiobooks for free during lockdown? 

Here’s a few we have selected for you to listen to. Scan the QR codes underneath each book with 
your phone camera to listen to the story online! 
 

 
 

 
  
And to finish…. 
 

Tihs is cool! Did you konw taht if the fsirt and lsat letrets of a wrod 
are in the crecrot psiotoin the ohetr lteters can be awynhree and 

the barin is albe to fgirue out the wrod! Tihs has jsut been poreven 
by you radieng tihs. 

Why dno’t you try minkag up your own mxeid up msesgaes and 
sieneg if ohrets can raed tehm? 


